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Good after noon
Thanks for coming
Who I am
I am David Hoppe, I work with Execlon Development 

as “Chief Technical Problem Solver”  which really 
means I get to play with computers and get paid for 
it.

This all started when I was working with an 
eCommerce website and the primary way it was 
being tested is via the fully integrated end product.  
With a little bugging and prodding I was able to get 
under the hood and start pulling it apart a bit.

Lets talk about that thought process for a few minutes.



  

 

  

Test This:

Testing complete integrated site
Slow 
Repetitive
Error prone
Demo?
Repetitive
Complex
Repetitive



  

 

  

Test That:

Another popular site with lots of STUFF

Look how busy this page is. It would take FOREVER to 
test this, RIGHT?

Well... maybe not.



  

 

  

Testing strategies in 
other industries

● Automotive
● Test the parts before they are assembled

● Electronics
● Test points allow for insight into the internal 

components
● Web sites?

● Tested as a whole
● No testing before integration
● No test points



  

 

  

Automotive Industry

I love cars,  I love driving, cars and I like to fix cars.  As 
a result of this I lean on automotive analogies quite a 
bit and find it easy to derive ideas by thinking about 
how things happen in the automotive world.

When a car is created it does not get tested all in one 
shot.  Now, manufacturing is not a perfect example, 
but it is good enough in this case.

A car is built part by part.  An engine is assembled, the 
crank is forged and measured, then installed in the 
block.  The accessories are installed, the alternator 
and ac pump and radiator.  Before each of these the 
components are tested individually.



  

 

  

Electronics Industry

This is another hobby,  I like to make things...  It is too 
cold this time of year to fiddle with the cars so I 
spend time inside making this kind of thing.

Electronics assembly also involved a lot of assembly 
time testing.  I toured a manufacturing facility one 
time and the joke was, they are allowed a specific 
percentage of failing units.  They ask their customers 
if they want them in a separate box. .

Electronics also introduce an important concept, there 
are quite often “test points”  an extra pad on the 
board where a technician can probe the unit to check 
for appropriate behavior.  



  

 

  

Back to Software Testing: 

What can we do?

How can we take these ideas of pre-assembly testing 
and test points and apply them to our task of 
software testing.

How does this relate to “integration testing”  it is really 
a play on that concept.  
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Demo Time

Start with the whackymath demo and move to the dice 
exercise

This is a simulation inspired by a real product.  It would 
take to long to explain a the real product, but this 
demo will show the parts we are interested in without 
the deep domain getting in the way.

What we have is a complex set of math problems 
which are in place to similate the whacky rules that 
our beloved business analysts come up with.

There is a problem in the rules though.  The BA did all 
the math on the rules so we have the answer and the 
program that the dev gave us does not seem to 
match up



  

 

  

Story Time

Tell about the perf issue at food company

There was a particular action that was slow
But how slow and what made it slow.
There was a fix tried, but did it work?

We were able to isolate a service that took more than 
90% of the time (so more than 90% of the problem) 
We setup a test in jmeter to hammer on the service, 
and get some stats on the results.  And by hammer I 
mean we ran multiple hits per hour....  it was SLOW.  
We could not even measure in hits per minute.  

After the fix we saw a 90% improvement. Still not FAST 
but faster.  Good enough for business.



  

 

  

Play Time

Time to get you involved.
We are going to look at a simple website with which we 

can explore some of these concepts.  
-pull up the game
-The rules are pretty simple, players each roll the dice 

ten times, the player can pass at anytime in their 
turn. Player does not have to use a roll if it is not 
desired.  Highest Score wins.

- There have been some bugs planted in this game, 
but I want you to help drive the testing.  Not sure 
exactly how it will work but we can get through this 
together. I will provide some of the guidance as this 
is a demo and I have some of the steps planned out 
to help emphasize certain points.



  

 

  

Get started

● Start Small
● Use first where issues are found in new work

● Request an isolated control
● Use next for new work
● Finally use for old work when issues are found
● Do this early in a project for biggest return
● Don't have to physically disintegrate this is a mindset 

as much as anything else.



  

 

  

Coming Soon...

Drag and drop component testing.

Automatic discovery of inputs and outputs

Service simulators.
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SURVEYS


